MEETING WAS CALLED TO ORDER BY CHR. ED HARVEY AT 9:00 A.M. WITH V. CHR ROB BOHMANN, AND SEC RICH KIRCHMEYER PRESENT, ALSO PRESENT FROM THE DNR WAS KURT THIEDE.

FIRST ITEM ON THE AGENDA WAS THE FORMING OF A NEW COMMITTEE TO FIND ALTERNATIVES TO EAB. THE COMM. NAME WILL BE AD HOC DEER 2000 REVIEW COMM. THE COMM. WILL CONSIST OF;

ROB BOHMANN CHR.
STAN BROWNELL SEC.
MARK NOLL (HE WILL ALSO SERVE AS THE WCC REP. ON THE NRB COMM)
AL PHELAN
JERRY MERRYFIELD
ROGER SABOTA
MIKE RIGGLE
LARRY BONDE
TONY JANECEK
AROLD NINNEMAN

CHR. HARVEY WILL WRITE UP A LIST OF CHARGES FOR THE COMM. TO WORK ON BETWEEN NOW AND AUG. THEY WILL HAVE TO FORM SOME TYPE OF CONSSENSUS BY THE DEC. NRB MEETING WHERE IT WILL BE PRESENTED TO THE NRB FOR THEIR INPUT AND INFORMATION. IT WAS SUGGESTED THAT THE COMM. INVITE DAVE LADD TO THE FIRST MEETING TO HELP WITH SOME OF THE INFORMATION AND CONCLUSIONS FROM SOME OF THE MAIN TOPICS THAT WERE DISCUSSED DURING THE DEER 2000 PROJECT. TIM VAN DEELEN FROM THE UW MADISON AND KEITH WARNKE WILL ALSO BE INVITED TO HELP PROVIDE INFORMATION.

WADE JESKE AND THE OUTDOOR HERITAGE COMM. WILL HAVE TO WORK ON THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTING OF THE YOUTH CONSERVATION CONGRESS.

THE AIR WASTE AND WATER COMM. WILL LOOK INTO THE ISSUE OF THE USE OF LEAD FOR FISHING AND HUNTING.

KURT GAVE AN UPDATE ON THE STATE BUDGET.

AL BROWN GAVE AN UPDATE ON THE WOLF ISSUES. CHR. HARVEY WILL TESTIFY AT THE JUNE NRB MEETING ON THE WOLF MANAGEMENT PLAN. THE HUMANE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES (HSUS) HAS ISSUED A PRESS RELEASE THAT STATES THAT THEY OPPOSE ANY HARVESTING OF WOLVES.
THE DELEGATION REIMBURSEMENT FOR MILEAGE WILL STAY THE SAME (.40CENTS PER MILE) FOR THE UPCOMING YEAR.


AIR WASTE AND WATER
CHR. MIKE WITKIEWICZ
SEC. TODD KNAPP

ALT. FUNDING
CO CHR. RUSS HITZ
CO. CHR. AL SHOOK
SEC. MIKE REITER

AWARDS
CHR. FRANK REITH
SEC. TBD

BEAR
CHR. RICH KIRCHMEYER
SEC. JO ANN KURHARSKE

BIG GAME
CO. CHR. AL PHELAN
CO, CHR. MARK NOLL
SEC TONY JANECEK

CWD
CHR. MIKE RIGGLE
SEC. TONY GRABSKI

END. RES. AND LAW ENF.
CHR. RAY SMITH
SEC. JIM SHURTS

FORESTRY AND PARKS
CHR. GARY SEVERSON
SEC. DAN COBB

FUR HARVEST
CHR. SCOTT ZIMMERMAN
SEC. DAVE HRAYCHUCK

GREAT LAKES
CHR. DALE MASS
SEC. DALE TUPA

HABITAT
CHR. ROGER SABOTA
SEC. STEVE HOLMES

HUNTING WITH DOGS
CHR. DAVE PUHL
SEC. GEORGE BARTELS

LEGIS.
CO. CHR. JAYNE MEYER
CO. CHR. DUSTY GRANT
SEC. ANN MARIE KUTZKE

MIGRATORY
CHR. RICHARD KOERNER
V. CHR. JOHN EDELBLUTE
SEC. MITCHEL FISHER

MISS. RIVER
CHR. MARC SCHULTZ
SEC. WES DOMONE

OUTDOOR HERITAGE
CHR. WADE JESKE
V. CHR. LEE FARNEY
SEC. KEVIN SMABY

PUBLIC/ PRIVATE LANDS
CHR. LARRY HAZEN
SEC. RAY HEIDEL

RULES/RESOLUTIONS
CHR. TONY BLATTTLER
SEC. RICHARD KOERNER
TROUT
CHR. MIKE REITER
SEC. DENNIS VANDEN BLOOMEN

TURKEY
CHR. MIKE ROGERS
SEC. CLARENCE KOCH

UPLAND GAME
CHR. KEN RISLEY
SEC. DAVE MILLER

WARM WATER
CHR. JOE WEISS
SEC. KEN SNOW

WOLF
CHR. AL BROWN
SEC. SCOTT MCAULEY

THERE WERE NO MEMBERS MATTERS.

MOTION TO ADJOURN WAS MADE BY RICH KIRCHMEYER AT 3:40 P.M. 2ND TO THE
MOTION WAS MADE BY ROB BOHMANN. MOTION CARRIED.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED BY;
RICHARD KIRCHMEYER SEC.